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DIAMOND - Color Eq was the first plug-in in our renowned 
Diamond series, the result of a collaboration between 

Acustica and Studio DMI. 
Welcome to Diamond Color EQ-3, the third powerful 

version of this iconic plug-in.



Art and technique have merged together culminating in a plug-in providing the 
most accurate digital representation of the Studio DMI signature sound.

DIAMOND - Color EQ-3 is designed to embellish and enhance your sound! 

The purpose of this manual is to present the partnership between Acustica and 
Studio DMI and the DIAMOND - Color EQ-3 in its own context… Las Vegas! This 
new Italian project merges the passion and love for the art of Acustica and Luca 

Pretolesi’s homeland with the soul of Las Vegas.



AN UPGRADED HIGH PERFORMANCE EQ in-
tended for professional audio use in re-
cording, mixing and mastering applica-
tions to give you incredible colours in 
your studio and the most accurate digital 
representation of  Studio DMI's signature 
sound.
The Pre section adds extra harmonics to 
this Eq but it can also switched-off to use 
the chain of Eqs without the summing har-
monics of each of them.

ON/OFF buttons: Each band is bypassed when the relative ON/OFF button is pressed (led OFF = the 
section is bypassed).

STUDIO DMI LOGO:  The logo enables (lamp ON) or bypasses (lamp OFF) the plug-in. 

INPUT GAIN:  sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, and is used to control the signal level 
inside the plug-in.

OUTPUT GAIN:  sets the output level from -24dB to +24dB.

PREAMP:  The PRE-IN button enables (lamp ON) or bypasses (lamp OFF) the preamp stage of Dia-
mond. The Harmonic distortion levels depends of High frequency, the boost of High frequencies 
increases the distortion.

dB SWITCH (3x): Use the switchable 3X gain knob to switch from 1db steps (de-
fault) of resolution to 1/3 db of gain. Decreasing the gain range for each band 
allows you to have a more accurate control of all of the bands for mastering 
purposes.
NOTE: When this button is pressed, the gain labels don't change but the sound 
behavior will clearly be different and perceptible.

The thinking behind this process is to 
provide the full quality of the analog be-
havior, which means placing all emphasis 
on quality over CPU resources.

We  are very satisfied and quite delighted 
with the results!

OPERATION

diamond - color eq-3
STUDIO DMI

+
ACUSTICA



LEFT/RIGHT - MID- SIDE switch:

Allows you to switch between three different configurations:
1. LEFT/RIGHT
2. MID
3. SIDE 

1. Left/Right processing is enabled by chosing the L-R (first) switch step (the default process-
ing mode).
When this stage is enabled, the input signal to the plugin is split into two processing channels, 
Left & Right. The signal is "summed" back to Stereo at the plugin's output.

2. MID processing is enabled by choosing the second switch step.
When the MID button is selected, EQ processing is applied to the center of your soundstage. 

3. SIDE processing is enabled by choosing the third switch step.
When the SIDE button is selected, processing is applied to the edges of your soundstage.

NOTE: MID and SIDE configurations are mutually exclusive, this doesn't al low you to make chang-
es to both the Mid and Side channels at the same time.

FREQUENCY:
        
The Frequency ranges  for each band are arranged in the following way:
- Low Frequency (Hz): 20, 40, 60;
- Low Mid Frequency (Hz): 80, 120;
- High Mid Frequency (Hz): fixed range from 440-12k , fixed range from 620-8k , fixed range from          
870-6.4k;
- High Frequency (Hz): 15k, 20k, 50k;  

GAIN:    

Low Cut/Boost +/-12dB; (+/-6dB when dB switch 3x is enabled)
Low Mid Cut/Boost +/-12dB;(+/-6dB when dB switch 3x is enabled)
High Mid Cut/Boost +/-12dB;(+/-6dB when dB switch 3x is enabled)
High Cut/Boost +/-12dB;(+/-6dB when dB switch 3x is enabled)

Q:   

The bandwidth around each center frequency is fixed at two octaves
allowing for the filters to overlap in a very natural way.



CUT FILTERS

This section features High and Low-Pass filters particularly designed for mastering duties, 
rather than 'sound sculpting'. Their slope is gentle and the cutoff frequencies are chosen at the 
extremes of the audio range.
The low- and high-pass filters have  both 6dB/octave slope. 

High Pass Filter frequency range: Off, 25, 33, 40 Hz.
Low Pass Filter frequency range: 17, 20, 24, Off.
Please note: the 'Off' position in both HP and LP filters frequency control, while leaving the 
frequency response flat, imparts the same slight phase shift as the original circuit.

LF: 20 Hz LF: 20 Hz

Below are the frequency graphs for each Low frequency (LF) both boosts and cuts.
NOTE:  dB switch 3x (FOCUS) control not engaged.



LF: 20 Hz LF: 20 Hz

LF: 20 Hz LF: 20 Hz

LF: 20 Hz LF: 40 Hz



LF: 40 Hz LF: 40 Hz

LF: 40 Hz LF: 40 Hz

LF: 40 HzLF: 40 Hz



LF: 60 Hz LF: 60 Hz

LF: 60 Hz
LF: 60 Hz

LF: 60 Hz LF: 60 Hz



LMF: 80 Hz LMF: 80 Hz

LF: 60 Hz

LMF: 80 Hz LMF: 80 Hz

Below are the frequency graphs for each Low Mid frequency (LMF) and both boosts and cuts. 
NOTE:  dB switch 3x (FOCUS) control not engaged.



LMF: 80 Hz

LMF: 80 Hz LMF: 120 Hz

LMF: 80 Hz

LMF: 120 Hz LMF: 120 Hz



LMF: 120 Hz LMF: 120 Hz

LMF: 120 Hz LMF: 120 Hz

HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz

Below the graphics of responces for each High Mid frequency (HMF) and amount of boost or cut.



HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz

HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz

HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz

HMF:  870 Hz - 6.4 KHz HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz



HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz

HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz

HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz

HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz

HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz

HMF:  620 Hz - 8 KHz



HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz

HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz

HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz

HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz

HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz

HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz



HF: 15 KHz HF: 15 KHz

HF: 15 KHz HF: 15 KHz

Below are the frequency graphs for each High frequency (HF) and both boosts and cuts.
NOTE:  dB switch 3x (FOCUS) control not engaged.

HMF:  440 Hz - 12 KHz



HF: 15 KHz HF: 15 KHz

HF: 20 KHz HF: 20 KHz

HF: 15 KHz HF: 15 KHz



HF: 20 KHz

HF: 50 KHz HF: 50 KHz

HF: 20 KHz

HF: 20 KHzHF: 20 KHz



HF: 50 KHz HF: 50 KHz

HF: 50 KHz

HF: 50 KHz HF: 50 KHz



Sampling process

The sampling process has been performed by Acustica Audio. The units were sampled with mas-
tering quality converters, using a method which takes considerably more time than the normal 
sampling standard. This method greatly enhances the response throughout the entire audio spec-
trum.
Two sample rates are provided with Diamond EQ-3; the native sample frequency is 96kHz. The 
44.1kHz frequency is derived from the native one by a down-/up-sampling process. This method 
avoids any negative sample rate conversion (SRC) artifacts when matching projects with differ-
ent sample rates; it also greatly helps with project loading times.



System Requirements

Diamond Color EQ-3 is one of a growing number in the Acqua Effects plug-in product line. Acus-
tica Audio has been working on high-quality, analog hardware device software modeling for over 
eight years. The audio rendering engine, Acqua, embodies state of the art, sample-based products, 
and has set a new quality standard in the professional audio plug-in market.
Acustica Audio, in a move that is bold even for a cut ting-edge company like us, has sampled quite 
a remark able audio processor, which we are now bringing it to you in the form of a groundbreak-
ing and exceptional sounding Acqua plug-in.

NOTES:
- Product release target OSs are: macOS 10.13.6 and Window 10 1803.

- Under minimum system requirements only one plug-in instance will run.
- Non genuine Apple devices are not supported.

- Xeon CPU are not recommended.
- 32 bits plug-in support will be removed on Q1 2020.

- VSTGUI3 framework support will be removed on Q1 2020.

IMPORTANT:
- It is the user's responsibility to configure correctly the operating sys-

tem, drivers and the DAW application
- The computer system should be optimized to work at high CPU load and low 

audio latency.



Product registration

3. Product authorization

Product authorization and de-authorization is an on-line automatic process that creates a 
product license based on your computer's identification code.
This procedure is automatically performed by our instal lation application, Aquarius. Its pur-
pose is to simplify and automate the authorization, installation and uninstalla tion process of 
your purchased Acustica products (ACQUA plug-ins, etc.).
For details about installation/authorization, please refer to the Aquarius user manual on our 
website.

RECOMMENDATION:
Please always update Aquarius to the latest version avail able. In case of authorization prob-
lems with an Acqua plug-in, we recommend you to proceed with a product un install and then re-in-
stall through the latest version avail able of the Aquarius app.

After you have purchased a product in our web-shop, product registration is automatic. Your 
newly purchased product will be available for downloading by means of our installation assis-
tant application called Aquarius. For de tails about product registration, please refer to the 
Aquar ius user manual on our website.

Also recommended:
- Do not resume downloads.

- Disable any anti-virus and/or any anti-malware.
- Disable OSX Gatekeeper.

- Disable Windows Smart Screen.



The Study of Digital Music Innovation, lead by grammy nominated EDM 
Mixing & Mastering engineer Luca Pretolesi, is bringing the artistic in-

tegrity back to electronic dance music.



Luca has logged over 20,000 hours in the studio honing his skills. Engi-
neering, mixing, and mastering are treated as an art form at the leading 
Las Vegas studio, and each practice is carefully executed to preserve 

the power of the artist’s original vision. 

Luca pushes the boundaries of what is expected in delivering the “fin-
ishing touches” to a song unlike anybody else.



At the age of 16 Luca Pretolesi went to audio engineering/recording 
school in Milano, Italy to perfect his craft. “He stands out among a sea of 
electronic engineers with his unique hybrid set-up, mixing old and new 
technology. In place of a traditional mixing studio, Luca has created a mix 
of equipment, including computer plugins, custom-made hardware, EQ’s 

and compressors, and high end mastering gear. “

Studio DMI operates three studios: one being hidden within the prestigious Wynn/Encore Hotel on 
the Las Vegas strip. The other two are located off the strip, at Studio DMI’s headquarters.



Luca’s rising notoriety came after mixing a track off of Steve Aoki’s label Dim Mak for a group called 
PeaceTreaty. Steve Aoki loved the work that Pretolesi did and in doing so Steve gave Luca the 
honor of mixing and mastering his “Wonderland” album, which received a Grammy nomination and 

opened the doors to work with some of the biggest names in electronic dance music.

The Wynn Studio ran by Studio DMI (Digital Music Innovation), is one of the canvases for Luca 
Pretolesi. The studio opened in 2013 during EDC week. The idea came about while meeting with 
DJ/Producer and Wynn resident Diplo. After talks with the Wynn Luca’s pedigree earned a col-
laboration with the hotel in which he played a part in designing the studio and currently manages 

operations.



 As an engineer Luca has worked with Diplo/Major Lazer, Borgeous, Steve Aoki, Snoop Lion, Ga-
reth Emery, Dada Life, Lil Jon, Dimitri Vegas and Like Mike, DVBBS, Morgan Page, Dillon Francis, 

KSHMR, and TJR to name a few.





Las Vegas
officially the City of Las Vegas and often known simply as Vegas, is the 28th-most populated 

city in the United States, the most populated city in the state of Nevada, and the county seat 

of Clark County. The city anchors the Las Vegas Valley metropolitan area and is the largest 

city within the greater Mojave Desert.

Las Vegas is an internationally renowned major resort city known 

primarily for its gambling, shopping, fine dining, entertainment, 

and nightlife. It is the leading financial, commercial, and cultural 

center for Nevada. The city bills itself as The Entertainment Capital 

of the World, and is famous for its mega casino–hotels and asso-

ciated activities. It is a top three destination in the United States 

for business conventions and a global leader in the hospitality in-

dustry, claiming more AAA Five Diamond hotels than any city in 

the world.



Today, Las Vegas annually ranks 

as one of the world’s most visit-

ed tourist destinations.

The city’s tolerance for numer-

ous forms of adult entertainment 

earned it the title of Sin City, 

and has made Las Vegas a pop-

ular setting for literature, films, 

television programs, and music 

videos. The major attractions in 

Las Vegas are the casinos and 

the hotels. Most casinos are 

downtown.

D o w n t o w n 

is located on the Fremont Street 

Experience. Fremont East, adja-

cent to the Fremont Street Expe-

rience, was granted variances to 

allow bars to be closer together, 

similar to the Gaslamp Quarter 

of San Diego, the goal being to 

attract a different demographic 

than the Strip attracts.



The Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, located downtown along the Fremont 

Street Experience, is the oldest continuously operating hotel and casino in 

Las Vegas; it opened in 1906 as the Hotel Nevada.

The year 1931 marked the opening of the Northern Club (now the La 

Bayou). The most notable of the early casinos may have been Binion’s 

Horseshoe (now Binion’s Gambling Hall and Hotel) while it was run by 

Benny Binion. 

Boyd Gaming has a major presence downtown operating the California 

Hotel & Casino, Fremont Hotel & Casino and the Main Street Casino. 

Other casinos operations include the Four Queens Hotel & Casino, Las 

Vegas Club (currently undergoing renovation) and Mermaid’s Casino, 

which are also located downtown along the Fremont Street Experience.



Downtown casinos that have undergone major renovations and revitalization in recent years include the Golden 

Nugget Hotel & Casino, The D Las Vegas Hotel Casino (formerly Fitzgerald’s), Downtown Grand (formerly Lady 

Luck), El Cortez Hotel & Casino and The Plaza Hotel & Casino. 

The Las Vegas Strip
is a stretch of South Las Vegas Boulevard in Clark County, Nevada, 

known for its concentration of resort hotels and casinos. The Strip is 

approximately 4.2 miles (6.8 km) in length, located immediately south 

of the Las Vegas city limits in the unincorporated towns of Paradise and 

Winchester. 

However, the Strip is often referred to as being in Las Vegas. Most of 

the Strip has been designated an All-American Road, and is considered 

a scenic route at night. Many of the largest hotel, casino, and resort 

properties in the world are located on the Las Vegas Strip. Fourteen of 

the world’s 25 largest hotels by room count are on the Strip, with a total 

of over 62,000 rooms.



One of the most visible aspects of Las Vegas’ cityscape is its use of dramatic architecture and lights. The rapidly 

evolving skyline and constant modernization of hotels, casinos, restaurants, residential high-rises, and entertainment 

offerings on the Strip, have established it as one of the most popular destinations for tourists in the United States, 

and the world.

Historically, the casinos that were not in Downtown Las Vegas along 

Fremont Street were limited to outside of the city limits on Las Vegas 

Boulevard.

In 1959 the Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas sign was constructed 

exactly 4.5 miles (7.2 km) outside of the city limits. The sign is today 

about 0.4 miles (0.64 km) south of the southernmost entrance to Man-

dalay Bay (the southernmost casino).



In the strictest sense, “the Strip” refers only to the stretch of Las Vegas Boulevard that is roughly between Sahara 

Avenue and Russell Road, a distance of 4.2 miles (6.8 km). However, the term is often used to refer not only to the 

road but also to the various casinos and resorts that line the road, and even to properties that are not on the road 

but in proximity. Phrases such as Strip Area, Resort Corridor or Resort District are sometimes used to indicate a 

larger geographical area, including properties 1 mile (1.6 km) or more away from Las Vegas Boulevard, such as the 

Hard Rock, Rio, Palms, and Hooters casinos.

“Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas”
sign is located in the median just 

south of Russell Road, across from 

the now-demolished Klondike Ho-

tel & Casino. Another similar (and 

newer) “Welcome to Fabulous 

Downtown Las Vegas” sign is in the 

median a mile north of the Strip at 

the intersection of Las Vegas Blvd 

and South 4th St.



The Klondike
was the southernmost hotel on the Las Vegas Strip until it closed in 2006. Mandalay 

Bay is now the southernmost hotel.



to be built on Highway 91 was the Pair-o-Dice Club in 1931, but the first on what 

is currently the Strip was the El Rancho Vegas, opening on April 3, 1941, with 

63 rooms. That casino stood for almost 20 years before being destroyed by a fire 

in 1960. Its success spawned a second hotel on what would become the Strip, the 

Hotel Last Frontier, in 1942. Organized crime figures such as New York’s Bugsy 

Siegel took interest in the growing gaming center leading to other resorts such 

as the Flamingo, which opened in 1946, and the Desert Inn, which opened in 

1950. The funding for many projects was provided through the American National 

Insurance Company, which was based in the then notorious gambling empire of 

Galveston, Texas.

The first casino

Las Vegas Boulevard South was previously called Arrowhead Highway, or 

Los Angeles Highway. The Strip was named by Los Angeles police officer 

Guy McAfee, after his hometown’s Sunset Strip. 

Caesars Palace was established in 1966. In 1968, Kirk Kerkorian purchased 

the Flamingo and hired Sahara Hotels Vice President Alex Shoofey as 

President.



The first MGM Grand Hotel and 

Casino, also a Kerkorian proper-

ty, opened in 1973 with 2,084 

rooms. On November 21, 1980, 

the MGM Grand suffered the 

worst resort fire in the history of 

Las Vegas as a result of electrical 

problems, killing 87 people. It 

reopened eight months later. In 

1986, Kerkorian sold the MGM 

Grand to Bally Manufacturing, 

and it was renamed Bally’s. The 

Wet ‘n Wild water park opened 

in 1985 and was located on the 

south side of the Sahara ho-

tel. The Rio and the Excalibur 

opened in 1990. 

In addition to the large hotels, 

casinos and resorts, the Strip is 

home to a few smaller casinos 

and other attractions, such as 

M&M World, Adventuredome 

and the Fashion Show Mall.



With the opening of Bellagio, Venetian, Palazzo, Wynn and Encore resorts, the strip trended towards the luxurious 

high end segment through most of the 2000s, while some older resorts added major expansions and renovations, 

including some de-theming of the earlier themed hotels. High end dining, specialty retail, spas and nightclubs in-

creasingly became options for visitors in addition to gambling at most Strip resorts. There was also a trend towards 

expensive residential condo units on the strip.



was planned by MGM in 2004. It’s a 66-acre (27 ha), $7 billion multi-use project on 

the site of the Boardwalk hotel and adjoining land. It consists of hotel, casino, condo, 

retail, art, business and other uses on the site. City Center is currently the largest such 

complex in the world. Construction began in April 2006, with most elements of the 

project opened in late 2009. Also in 2006, the Las Vegas Strip lost its longtime status 

as the world’s highest-grossing gambling center, falling to second place behind Macau.

CityCenter



In 2012, the High Roller Ferris wheel and a retail district called The 

LINQ broke ground, in an attempt to diversify attractions beyond that 

of casino resorts. 

Renovations and rebrandings such as The Cromwell Las Vegas and the 

SLS Las Vegas continued to transform The Strip in 2014. The Las Vegas 

Festival Grounds opened in 2015. In 2016, the T-Mobile Arena, The 

Park, the Lucky Dragon Hotel and Casino, and the Park Theatre opened. 

Smaller changes and developments are taking place as well.



After our participation in the NAMM SHOW 2017, we we had to deal with a cloudburst that literally 

soaked us from head to toe, other participants / companies had to abandon the event in advance, 

we were not put off by this and we continued our American adventure.



Shortly before the end of the 

show we met Luca Pretolesi who 

invited us to Las Vegas to evalu-

ate some ideas together.



With suitcases and clothes still 

damp we booked hotel rooms 

and woke early (5:00 a.m.) we 

departed on a long journey that 

would be full of great fulfillment.



We drove kilometer after kilometer in our off-road without even knowing which fuel fed the car... we 

arrived in Los Angeles and immediately set off for Nevada... LAS VEGAS!



400 km through the hot and barren desert,  we travelled the legendary route 66, we saw unique and 

truly spectacular landscapes. We even saw the sunrise in the desert!



As we drove, each kilometer felt increasingly tougher and longer, the sun baked our faces, our 

phones were detached from the rest of the world...

Somehow we managed to find breakfast in the middle of nowhere at a tiny isolated fast food place.



The day we arrived in Las Vegas we discovered that Luca’s Studio was located just outside the 

busy center and finally, after a long trip, we arrived at STUDIO DMI.



After a warm and friendly chat with Luca, we were very impressed by his refreshing approach to mu-

sic. It was then we all decided together that as a team we would try to enhance his mastering chain. 

This gave rise to a partnership of which we are unmeasurably proud.

The DIAMOND COLOR EQ was born.



We immediately set to work and were able to sample the magnificent machines

that Luca uses every day. We brainstormed and created a plug-in and the results were so good that 

we even surprised ourselves: a versatile plug-in that captures and reproduces some of the magic 

and sound of Luca Pretolesi.



That evening, extremely exhausted, we completed our work and handed Luca a Nebula prototype 

of his equalizer. His feedback was immensely positive! 

Within a week of due diligence we delivered an alpha version of the plug-in.



In the little time left (about an hour 

and a half) we enjoyed Las Vegas. 

We dove into the city and were 

electrified, we treated ourselves to 

a good Italian pizza in the Caesar 

palace...ok not really a pizza but 

acceptable...



After the last test, and after saying goodbye to Luca we came back to Italy happy to have made 

new friends and to have formed a formidable partnership with a colleague who, like us, believes in 

music without compromise.




